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The WEB tool “AnDom” assigns to a given protein sequence all experimentally determined structural domains
contained within it, including multidomain and large proteins. The server uses profile specific matrices
from custom generated multiple sequence alignments of all known SCOP domains (SCOP version 1.50).
Prediction time is short allowing numerous applications for structural genomics including investigation of
complex eucaryotic protein families. The WWW server is at http://www.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/AnDom,
and profiles can be downloaded at ftp.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/pub/users/ schmidt/AnDom.

INTRODUCTION

A number of approaches (e.g. SMART;1 PFAM;2 COGs;3

conserved domain database4 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
use sequence information to analyze protein domains and/
or function. All of them have different advantages and
limitations. In practice it is important to retest function and
domain assignment by several independent methods to
minimize false positive and false negative domain assign-
ments.5 Here we offer for such evaluations a sequence-
structure mapping tool. It assigns to a protein all domains
of known three-dimensional structure. Specific domains
identified in this way mediate functions such as nucleotide
or cofactor binding and are known in atomic detail. It uses
a specifically generated database, calculating structural
domain family profiles and clustering according to the SCOP
classification.6 Found similarities are given as unbiased as
possible for each different part of the sequence, and the user
can decide which significance values to accept (ranges can
be set from e-30 to 10.0).

Limitations are according to the sensitivity and coverage
of the profiles (see below), significance level selected, and
the SCOP classification itself.

PROCEDURES

Query. A query is posted by simply pasting the sequence
into the query window (accepted formats: Raw, FASTA).
Run time scales only lineary with protein sequence length
(5 s/ 100 amino acids using a 4× 550 MHz PIII Xeon with
2GB RAM). The output obtained allows rapid assignment
of the different structural domains contained just by visual
inspection of the different color coded SCOP domains and
is explained in detail in Figure 1.

Database Generation.Known SCOP domains (version
1.50) were collected from the ASTRAL7 compendium of

structural domains selecting a cutoff for respective sequence
identities of less than 40%. Each SCOP domain sequence
was augmented by iterative sequence alignment searches
against the nonredundant database using PSI-BLAST,8

allowing 10 iterations. Low complexity regions were filtered
out using the program SEG.9 Multiple alignments derived
included the full family of structurally related sequences
using a cutoff ofe ) 10-3 before matrix profiles were
calculated.

Matrix Profiles. These were calculated for each of the
specifically generated structural (via SCOP) related sequence
alignments. We used the IMPALA package to obtain position
specific score matrices (PSSMs) from the PSI-BLAST
outputs. As described10 the program MAKEMAT converts
byte-encoded frequency ratios to integral ASCII score
matrices and the program COPYMAT converts the matrix
files from our database into one large byte-encoded integer
matrix, but the local alignment is improved by using the
rigorous Smith-Waterman algorithm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Efficiency. The SCOP domain assignments made by our
WEB server were tested on SWISS-PROT (release 38.0).11

Seventy-seven percent of the entries (16 742 from 21 553
entries) with E.C. classification are rapidly and efficiently
assigned (expected value below 10-3 to avoid PSSM diver-
gence12) a structural domain. From these entries, 11 492
(69%) were assigned completely (less than 100 amino acids
unassigned) and nonoverlapping (less than 10 amino acids
overlap) to different SCOP domains. One thousand one hun-
dred ninety entries (7%) had overlapping SCOP domains, and
4060 were not completely assigned (24%; these had at least
100 amino acids unassigned). The default parameters for the
server and database allow an efficient coverage yet un-
ambiguous assignment of structural domains from sequence.

The server is implemented and ready to use at http://
www.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/AnDom. Newly generated for
the server were the following: The preparation of SCOP
structural domain related sequence families from iterative
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sequence searches, the calculation of corresponding profile
matrices, the rapid query interface, script annotation of input
and output, the parser, assembly, and graphical presentation
of results as well as the WEB output surface. All are fully
available (the profiles used via anonymous ftp at ftp-
.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/pub/users/schmidt/AnDom). All the
settings as well as the database are completely adjustable
and customizable to user specified needs.

Server Specific Features.Several independent and dif-
ferent methods have been advocated to maximize structure
prediction accuracy particularly in genome projects.13 Com-
pared to other available software for domain assignment our
tool does not rely on ProDom,14 Pfam, or SMART sequence
families (CDD server, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov4). Se-
quence family information from any of these databases is
valuable and important, but regions of known three-
dimensional structure become only apparent applying further
analysis and tools.

In contrast, our tool recognizes specifically protein struc-
ture domains. An example output is demonstrated and
explained in Figure 1. To maximize structural information
and recognition of structural homologues we augmented and
completed all known SCOP folds by iterative sequence
alignments in a custom generated database. Any known
structural domains the query sequence is homologous to are
rapidly identified and indicated.

Our server is also independent from threading approaches
with contact potentials to thread sequences on three-
dimensional structures such as the 123D+ server (http://
www-lmmb.ncifcif.gov/∼nicka/123D.html15). Furthermore,
no comparative modeling steps16 are required or involved.
Program specific scoring functions affect threading predic-
tions in different and partly unpredictable ways depending
on the structure examined, so that in fact even specific
programs for cross-comparison of threading predictions have
been developed.17

The value of direct structural information for genome
annotation has also been demonstrated by DiGennaro et al.
in a recent study.18 However, whereas their approach
considers only a three-dimensional description of functional
sites (so-called “FFF”, fuzzy functional forms), we consider
and indicate by our server complete and well described
structural domains.

Neglecting the specific domain architecture, PSSMs have
previously been shown to be useful for assignment of known
pdb protein files, notably inM. genitaliumwith a cutoff of
protein size till 800 amino acids19 (http://www.bmm.icnet.uk/
servers/3dpssm/) or to compare protein fold distributions.20

The server package presented here offers now a handy
solution for a protein of any length (e.g. in contrast to ref
19) with rapid detection of each individual SCOP domain
and the specific domain architecture contained including

Figure 1. Analysis example: FAS_YEAST (predicted to be a folic acid synthesis protein in yeast). (a) Significant similarities and their
lengths to structural domains found (move mouse over for display), indicating SCOP class color codes. Color shades distinguish different
folds (shades of black, red, green, blue, pink, yellow, turquise for SCOP 1.* to SCOP 7.*). (b) SCOP domains found including PDB code,
SCOP identification number, and short description of the domain. If several SCOP hits are found for the same part of the sequence, all are
displayed. In this case this allows easy assignment and identification of three different structural domains with catalytic activity each
participating in the structure for this sequence. Additional catalytic domains are also rapidly identified, e.g. in viral polymerase sequences
a helicase activity in addition to the polymerase domain. (c) Individual alignments of SCOP hits are given in addition. The server seeks an
optimal gapped local alignment of the query sequence Q against each PSSM M. Each PSSM uses a representative sequence as a place
holder only to display pairwise alignments in BLAST format.
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multidomain and large proteins (a further specific advantage).
It is well suited for structural genomics investigations
including detailed analysis of eucaryotic protein families and
a concise, user-friendly output. It is easily adjusted to user
specific databases and threshold choices e.g. user specific
inhouse databases and/or highly specific, hand curated
alignments.
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